QUALITY TRADING SOLUTIONS

MULTI BROKER NETWORK
Sending and Receiving Orders

ONE CONNECTION - SEVERAL BROKERS
MAX MULTI BROKER
NETWORKS:






Bloomberg
Fidessa

MAX is connected to multi broker networks, e.g. Bloomberg (EMSX/
TSOX). The advantage of such platforms is that you can reach multiple
brokers with only one connection.
You can also act as a broker in these networks and receive orders from
customers or other banks.

NYFIX
Refinitiv

FORWARD ORDERS DIRECTLY
The order is sent to the network where it can be routed to the broker of
your choice. The executions are sent back to your core banking system
via our STP network.
Order entry, modifications and deletions are possible in the banking
system, in MAX or directly on the corresponding trading platform.
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BROKER 2

YOU ACT AS A BROKER
MAX users can also act as brokers in the networks, receiving orders
from their customers (e.g. institutional investors, pension funds or other
banks).
The orders received are forwarded to the MAX Order Management System
where they can be realeased either automatically (based on rules) via STP
to the stock exchange or other brokers or released manually by the trader.
Executions are sent back to your banking system and to your customer
via their inputting system (e.g. Bloomberg).
This allows your customers to send, modify or delete electronic orders.
Your customer keeps control of the status of their orders and has the
possibility to act on a real-time basis.
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MAX SERVICES

CUSTOMER CONNECT

BANKING AND OMS

FX TRADING

DATA WAREHOUSE

BROKER CONNECT

FUND TRADE

QUOTING

ROUTING HUB

ORDER DISPATCH

MULTI BROKER NETWORK

DATA SERVICE

EXCHANGE DIRECT

CHOOSE MORE MAX FUNCTIONALITIES
We will put together a product tailored to your needs. Of course, every
MAX functionality also includes our base services, such as technical
account management, support and a personal relationship.
You can find more information in our MAX Trading System brochure and
on our website.
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As a specialist in electronic trading, MACD has been successfully
developing products and services for financial institutions for more than
20 years.
The company is market leader in trading connectivity in Switzerland. More
than 60 banks and exchanges across Europe trust in our comprehensive
range of services in software development, project management,
consulting, hosting and support.
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